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Executive summary
This study examines the impacts of crossing specific tipping points in the earth system on the future development of
the energy economic complex. The processes examined are the release of CO2 from the thawing of permafrost as
high latitudes and the potential climate changes associated with a collapse of the Atlantic Overturning Circulation
(AMOC).
The novel aspects of this work are the application of modelling results from state of the art complex climate models,
and new analysis of earth system process modelling, to the TIAM-UCL integrated assessment model (IAM). Unlike
most other IAM we have also developed a methodology to allow regional climate difference to feedback on the
regional energy demand for heating and cooling. This propagates into the all other aspects of the model allowing an
assessment of the overall impacts on the energy sector development and mitigation costs over the century. In most
IAM climate feedbacks onto energy-economics are limited to global scale reductions in GDP as a simple function of
global mean temperatures.
Release of CO2 from thawing permafrost has implications for limiting global mean temperature change to 2°C as
carbon budgets are decreased and mitigation action in enhanced to compensate. The reduction in 2 °C budget owing
to permafrost thaw is calculated following a recent process based modelling study. When applied to the TIAM-UCL
integrated assessment model we find that this impacts the economics of mitigation, increasing the price of carbon
required to meeting mitigation targets by up to 10%. When combined with uncertainties in the sensitivity of the
climates response to emissions the reduction in the carbon budget owing to permafrost thaw can increase the
required carbon prices by up to 30%.
In our model, TIAM-UCL, we find carbon price increases manifest as changes to the electricity generation and its
technological evolution. Electricity generation from coal is reduced and replaced by low carbon alternatives. I key
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finding here is that the combination of climate and permafrost uncertainties make the scale of disinvestment in coal
uncertainty, varying by M$ 350,000 over 15 years between the start of mitigation policy (2020) and 2035. Gas
generation faces a reduction by 2035 however no large difference in investment is found as gas technology is used as
backup for the large development of intermittent renewables rather than as base load generation in this scenario.
We suggest that the impact of permafrost thawing on carbon budgets, and by inference the impact other Earth
system feedbacks also, should to be included in integrated assessment of even ambitious climate targets.
The changes to energy-economics when inducing an AMOC collapse where examined by introducing a feedback of
regional climate change on to the regional demands for heating and cooling, which currently represent about 20% of
total energy demands.
The impact of climate change on cooling and heating combined will represent around 10% of total global energy
total demand. Moreover under a warmer climate the changes can compensate themselves with an increase in
cooling and associated decrease in warming need in buildings. These two demand modifications will under the sociotechnological development of SSP5 mostly impact the electricity demand as both cooling and heating with time will
be mostly supplied by efficient heat-pump technologies. As a consequence the effects of AMOC collapse on the total
energy system in this specific study are relatively small in comparison of the changes driven only by the
socioeconomic growth of the SSP5.

Impact of climate tipping points and feedbacks on the energy / economic system
1. Introduction
Mitigation scenarios are typically developed with Integrated Assessment Models (IAM) which combine evolving
socio-economic and technological considerations with models of the energy sector and the imposition of climate
targets. Where these models include a feedback from a changing climate onto other aspects of the model, if it is
included at all, is typically as a global GDP loss expressed as a function of global mean temperature. These kinds of
macro scale “damage functions” have been in use for some time (Nordhaus 2007, Norhaus and Boyer 2000, Manne
and Richels 2004, Peck and Teisberg 1994, Tol 1996) and while the functional form may vary there are clear
limitations to this approach. In particular there is no differentiation between effects on demand for energy or on
different supply side energy technologies. For example changes in regional atmospheric circulation may change the
potential for wind power that would need adapting to. Alternatively an increase in regional warming my cause an
increase in electricity demand for cooling, while a regional decrease in temperatures might increase demand for
fossil fuels as a final energy source for domestic heating. While the subtleties of climate feedbacks onto the energyeconomic system are multiple, the scope for inclusion of a climate representation in IAM which would be sufficiently
robust to examine regional changes is limited. Current climate models differ significantly in their regional projections
of precipitation, and to some extent in surface winds, making a robust description of such changes in the reduced
complexity climate component of an IAM infeasible at present. However, spatial patterns of warming are one of the
more robust features of climate models which participated in the World Climate Modelling Programme (WCRP) fifth
Coupled Climate Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5), which was extensively analysed in the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment report (AR5).
Another aspect of the climate representation of IAMs which deserves attention is the representation of Earth system
feedbacks in the climate. These include the interaction of climate change with the carbon cycle, as well as the role of
other Earth system process such as carbon released from the thawing of permafrost, wetland methane emissions,
the climate impact on nitrous oxide lifetime, the impact of biogenic volatile organic carbon on ozone and the impact
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of climate on ozone. All of these tend to enhance warming. Additionally other processes exist which may offset some
future warming such the impact of climate on methane lifetime, aerosol forcing, dust and dimethyl sulphide. The
interaction of fire with climate change is also expected to have an effect but it is less clear whether this will be a
warming or cooling effect or emissions associated with fire. In initial examination of the potential impact of these
additional forcing was carried out in HELILX deliverable 2.8 by exploiting a linearization of the strength of these
feedbacks developed by Gregory et al (2006), extended by Arneth et al (2010) and applied to available feedbacks
studies by IPCC 2013 (Ch6, see figure 6.20). While HELIX deliverable 2.8 enabled a first look at the impact of these
feedbacks on energy system mitigation, the complexity of the individual processes involved precluded the
implementation of a explicitly model into the climate component of the IAM used in both that deliverable and this
study, TIAM-UCL.
In this study we examine the impacts on the energy–economic system of the emissions of carbon dioxide from thawing permafrost
and of crossing a significant potential tipping point in the climate system, namely the shutdown of the Meridional Atlantic
Overturning Circulation (AMOC). The research presented on permafrost differs significantly from that on additional

Earth system feedbacks in D2.8 which was based in a linearized feedback of warming on the radiative forcing
changes arising from the release of carbon dioxide from thawing permafrost. This itself was based on the literature
available at the time, but the implementation ignored the substantial scenario dependence that permafrost
feedbacks are shown to exhibit (Burke et al 2013). As we were looking at the net effect across many feedbacks in
D2.8 this was not a concern. Here however we are focusing on the largest single feedback processes examined by
AR5 so in order to look at this in a more robust way we implement a very recently publish formulation of permafrost
feedback which is a scenario independent function derived from explicit modelling of permafrost with different land
surface schemes and regional climate change patterns.
2. The TIAM-UCL Integrated Assessment Model
The IAM used throughout this study is TIAM-UCL. This is a 16 region global optimisation IAM with a strong focus on
the energy system in each region (Anandarajah et al., 2011). The model describes the entire energy system using all
essential current and future energy technologies from the primary energy supply through the processing, conversion,
transport, distribution of energy carriers to the end-use sectors (including residential, commercial, industrial,
agricultural, and transport). These demands are linked to exogenous underlying drivers, like population growth or
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) development, via demand elasticities. Each region can trade one or more resources
(fossil fuels, biomass as well as carbon emissions) with other regions. Regional trade depends on demand, supply and
cost (including transportation cost) of the resources. There is, also, a built-in module for new technologies, which
become available in the model over time, based on costs, capacity factors and sector-specific hurdle rates. The
emission’s trading market is also modelled explicitly. Finally, the climate module accounts for energy and non-energy
related CO2 emissions, in combination with non-CO2 gas emissions (CH4 and N2O) to calculate global temperature
change. The present climate module has been developed under the HELIX program and presented previous reports
(deliverables: D2.2.5 and D2.2.8). It is available with a number of different tuning for the carbon cycle and effective
Transient Climate Response (TCR) based on the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble as well as a tuning set up to emulate
the multi-model mean of CMIP5 which is the new default climate set up of TIAM-UCL.

3. Impact of permafrost feedbacks on energy system mitigation compatible with 2 °C
3.1

Permafrost model

Permafrost is a large reservoir of carbon held in frozen soil of high latitude land. The thawing of permafrost in a
warmer climate exerts a positive feedback through the additional release of carbon dioxide (CO2 from herein) which
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increases the radiative forcing of the climate. A number of studies have estimated the additional release of
permafrost carbon to the atmosphere under various emission scenarios (e.g. Schaefer et al., 2011, Koven et al., 2011,
2015a, b). More recently Burke et al (2017) have examined the uncertainties in these estimates using a coupled
climate modelling system of intermediate complexity with next-generation process-oriented land surface models.
They examine permafrost emissions from two different land surface models with an explicit representation of
permafrost. These spatially explicit models are coupled to a simplified climate model (IMOGEN, Huntingford et al
2010) which uses pattern scaling to link spatial patterns of warming to global mean changes. Pattern scaling from 22
of the CMIP3 (phase 3 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project) was used for each land surface model and
each of three of the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) (Moss et al 2010) to build a large set of
simulations of simulations in which to examine permafrost response to climate changes.
This framework allowed a more comprehensive assessment of the permafrost carbon response to climate change
and its subsequent impact on global temperature, including a wide spectrum of uncertainties of future emissions
scenario; climate response to increased radiative forcing (climate sensitivity and regional distribution of climate
change); and parameterization of the soil carbon decomposition (terrestrial process uncertainty). This work
therefore provides a rigorous assessment of the range of the permafrost climate–carbon feedbacks using land
surface components representative of the next generation of Earth system models that will be used for the
upcoming IPCC assessment.
Burke et al (2017) use their model data to derive a scenario independent empirical relation between global mean
temperature change and global CO2 emissions from thawing permafrost and global temperature (eq. 1)

 T 
FCRt  FCRt 0  exp  
 for T  0.2C
  

(1)

Where FCRt, the Frozen Carbon Residency time, defined for any time as the ratio of remaining permafrost carbon to
the permafrost carbon loss rate at that time. FCRt0 is a reference timescale representing the permafrost carbon
turnover time at the transition point from accumulation of soil carbon to loss of soil carbon. T is the temperature
above which this transition occurs. The decay term, Γ, represents the temperature change at which the number of
years taken for all of the old permafrost carbon to be emitted reduces by 1/e of its initial value. Using eq 1
permafrost carbon loss can be calculated given any pathway of global mean temperature and an assessment of the
initial permafrost carbon.
The relation in eq 1 and the model data it is derived from is shown in Burke et al (2017) (their Figure 11), reproduced
here as Figure 1. Two different parameterisations were fitted to model data by Burke et al 2017 to represent the
range of respiration to temperature (FT) exhibited by the JULES (Clark et al 2011) land surface model. These two
sensitivities of respiration to temperatures called named “deepResp” and “suppressResp” by Burke et al (2017) lead
to relatively high and lower carbon emissions from permafrost as a function of temperature, so in this study they are
referred to simply as “high” and “low” for brevity. Full details can be found in Burke et al (2017).
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Figure 1: The permafrost carbon remaining in any given year divided by the loss of permafrost carbon in that year
(referred to as the Frozen Carbon Residence time, FCRt, by Burke et al (2017)) as a function of global mean temperature
change (T). The black line is the exponential fit to the model points. Colours indicate different RCPs, with plus symbols
(left) indicating the higher permafrost sensitivity set up, and open circles (right) indicating a lower sensitivity of
permafrost.

The major cause of anthropogenic climate change is due to CO2 emissions from fossil fuel burning. It is well known
that a global surface temperature change (transient as well as maximum) due to anthropogenic GHGs emissions is
closely related to cumulative emissions of CO2 regardless of the timing of the emissions. This has led to the concept
of “carbon budget” that is defined by a certain amount of CO2 that can be emitted to the atmosphere to stay below a
certain temperature target (Allen et al, 2009; Meinshausen et al., 2009; Matthews et al., 2009; Gillet et al., 2013).
In this study we investigate the impact of the additional CO2 release from thawing permafrost on anthropogenic
emissions pathways consistent with meeting a 2°C target by 2100. This is an already challenging goal in terms of
mitigation requirements and costs without the additional positive feedback from permafrost (Dessens et al., 2016).
Our aim is to quantify the additional energy system mitigation actions needed to meet the target when including
permafrost emissions.

3.2 Experimental methodology

As already noted, for long-lived greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide (CO2), there is a clear relationship between
the cumulative human driven emissions into the atmosphere and the eventual warming. In the case of CO2 induced
warming, the gradient of this curve can be expressed as the Transient Climate Response to Cumulative Emissions
(TCRE). Here we exploit this relationship along with the permafrost model detailed above to examine the impacts of
permafrost feedbacks on the energy-economic system.
To sample uncertainties we use two different model configurations (representative of different climate sensitivity)
within TIAM-UCL to examine the impact of permafrost contribution to the carbon budget under the 2°C target. We
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also include high and low parameters for the empirical relationship between the temperature change and the
release of carbon from the permafrost documented by Burke et al (2017).
The first step is to calculate a scenario consistent with limiting warming to 2°C target with TIAM-UCL without any
contribution from the permafrost using the CMIP5 multi-model tuning for the climate component. We also perform a
sensitivity experiment following a higher TCR model from CMIP5, HadGEM2-ES TIAM-UCL model is then used to
calculate the cost optimal energy mix, emission mitigation scenario and corresponding temperature pathway for a
global warming target to 2°C. Figure 2 shows the temperature change for the two different configurations which
from herein are referred to as “MM” for the CMIP5 multi model mean and “Had” for HadGEM2-ES. From these two
scenarios we can extract the cumulative carbon budget (from 2005 to 2100) consistent with the 2°C target. As Had
has a higher TCR emissions mitigation needs to be stronger under the Had configuration resulting in a lower carbon
budget. As abatement costs are get higher with more mitigation, the cost optimisation of the energy system in TIAMUCL under a the higher climate sensitivity of Had leads to a short overshoot in temperature over the 2°C target
before the end of the century. This is not seen in the results from the MM scenario.

Figure 2 Temperature pathways to 2 °C under the two different TIAM-UCL climate module sensitivities (CMIP5 model
mean: “MM” and HadGEM2-ES: ”Had”).

The permafrost model (eq 1) is then driven by the temperature pathway extracted from the TIAM-UCL optimisation
model as presented in the figure 1 for the “low” and “high” permafrost model tunings. As seen in figure 2 the
permafrost emissions are not hugely different between the two temperature pathways. By the end of the century
the slightly higher temperature calculated with the Had results in slightly larger permafrost emission (3.5%) under
the “high” permafrost settings.
Between the two different representations of the permafrost parameter we find a large difference in the cumulative
carbon emissions from permafrost at the end of the century; the “high” parameter set nearly trebles the cumulative
emissions of carbon over the 2000-2100 period compare to the “low” parameter situation reflecting the remaining
uncertainty in permafrost processes. The different carbon emissions are presented in table 2 as cumulative over the
century.
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Figure 3 Annual (top) and cumulative (bottom) permafrost emissions for the two temperature pathways representative of
the CMIP5 multi-model mean (left) and HadGEM2-ES (right) in MtCO2.

CMIP5 model mean
High permafrost cumulated emissions
Proportion of carbon budget for 2°C pathway
Low permafrost cumulated emissions
Proportion of carbon budget for 2°C pathway

75,597 MtCO2
3.1 %
28,141 MtCO2
1.1 %

HadGEM2-ES
78,242 MtCO2
3.7 %
28,563 MtCO2
1.3 %

Table 1 Cumulative emissions (and proportion of the carbon budget for the 2°C) from the permafrost under the two
“high” and “low” configurations calculated using the temperature pathways from TIAM-UCL.

The permafrost under the 2°C target may release carbon representing between 1.1 % and 3.1 % of the total carbon
budget under “low” and “high” permafrost parameter using the CMIP5 model mean climate configuration (and
between 1.3 % and 3.7 % respectively with the higher HadGEM2-ES climate sensitivity). These percentages are
broadly in line with the findings of Schaefer et al 2014).
The socio-economic model is then run to solve for 2°C with the additional constraints that cumulative carbon
emissions must not exceed the carbon budget of the original 2°C minus the relevant diagnosed permafrost CO2
emissions.

3.3 Results: Impact of permafrost on energy system mitigation for 2°C

The relationship of cumulative CO2 emissions to global temperature increase means that the warming under any
given socio-economic pathway is strongly correlated to the past cumulative carbon emissions without a strong
influence in the timing of the emissions. As a first step analysis, we have introduced the permafrost carbon emission
under climate change exogenously in the integrated assessment model. A carbon budget has been extracted from
the TIAM-UCL optimisation under the 2°C constraint. The permafrost emissions diagnosed from the resulting
temperature pathway are then removed from the TIAM-UCL 2°C budget. The socio-economic model is then re-run
with the newly calculated constrained budget to extract the effect of permafrost thawing on the mitigation
pathways. In all, 6 different model setups have been calculated: under two climate sensitivity (CMIP5 model mean:
“MM” and HadGEM2-ES: “Had”) are considered the no-permafrost emissions and then the low and high permafrost
sensitivity tests (“LPerm” and “HPerm” in the following figures).
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Effect on emissions:
Figure 4 presents the anthropogenic emissions under the six setups in the TIAM-UCL model. Mitigation policies in all
cases start in 2020, the period prior to 2020 being fixed to an increasing CO2 emissions. After 2020 the model
optimises the anthropogenic system to achieve the required constraints in terms of temperature change and carbon
budget. Under the higher climate sensitivity of HadGEM2-ES emissions have to decrease faster, particularly at the
start of the policy period, with a rapid decarbonisation of the economy between 2020 and 2030. The decarbonisation
rate during this period is twice that found with the CMIP5 model mean climate). Overall, from the mid-century, the
CO2 emissions are reduced by 25% under the higher climate sensitivity of HadGEM2-ES in the TIAM-UCL climate
module.
Under increasing amounts of permafrost emissions, from the no-permafrost case through the “low” and “high”
permafrost sensitivities, mitigation needs to increase in each socio-economic pathway as the increasing CO2
emissions from permafrost incrementally decrease the carbon budget. As presented in Table 1 the carbon budget
available in TIAM-UCL decreases by 1.1% to 1.3% under the low permafrost sensitivity and 3.1% to 3.7% under the
high permafrost sensitivity. The largest increase in emission mitigation occurs in all cases between 2050 and 2070
with reduction in annual CO2 emissions from anthropogenic activities reaching 3.7% and 4.7% for the low permafrost
emissions and 10.1% to 10.4% for the high permafrost emissions (under the two different climate sensitivity). These
further reductions in emissions occur on an already strong mitigation case under the 2°C global temperature
restriction producing emissions reduction rates are toward to upper end of those deemed feasible in AR5 working
group 3.

Figure 4 Anthropogenic CO2 emissions in the TIAM-UCL scenarios under six different setups: two climate sensitivities
and three permafrost emissions strength (high, low and none).

The impact on carbon pricing:
The additional emissions mitigation required in due to permafrost imposes a further need for low-emission
technologies in the TIAM-UCL model as no modification is applied to anthropogenic demand sectors (energy,
transport, agriculture etc). The carbon price as consequence increases. Figure 5 shows the carbon prices extracted
from the six different scenarios with and without the permafrost emissions in the case of the two climate
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configurations. Without permafrost the carbon price starts after 2020 (no climate policy is applied before this date)
and rises to $170 per ton of CO2 in 2050 and $340 in 2070 under the CMIP5 model mean climate (the values are
$260 and $510 for the same years in the case of the higher climate sensitivity configuration corresponding to
HadGEM2-ES). These values are in the range reported in Dessens et al (2016). The permafrost emissions reduce the
total carbon budget for the anthropogenic activities and increase the carbon price. For the HadGEM2-ES simulations
the 2070 carbon prices are increased to $565 and $650 for the low and high permafrost sensitivity model parameters
respectively. As seen on the right panel of the Figure 5, the carbon price increase under the low permafrost
parameter representation is restricted around 10% (for a 1% decrease in the carbon budget available). Under the
high permafrost sensitivity settings (representing roughly a 3.5% reduction in the carbon budget) the carbon price
increases rapidly, by 25% to 35% at the start of the period (2020-2030) toward stabilising after 2050 between 17%
and 27% in comparison to the no-permafrost emission results.

Figure 5 Left panel: carbon price in the TIAM-UCL scenarios under 6 different setups (2 climate configurations and 3
permafrost emissions sensitivities (none, low and high); in $US/tCO 2) and right panel: change in carbon price in the
permafrost scenarios compared to the scenarios without permafrost emissions (in %).

The energy system:
The energy system within TIAM-UCL model has to adapt to the lower carbon budget allowed when permafrost
emission are included. In the reference case, without any permafrost carbon emission, the energy system already
sustains a strong change due to the aggressive climate policy required to limit the global temperature change to 2°C.
The electricity system is usually the first sector to be impacted by mitigation policies as it has large potential for
reduction and relatively large choice of low carbon technologies already available to be deployed. Under the 2°C
target, the electricity system is decarbonised in 2060 by the use of renewable sourced electricity, nuclear generation
and carbon capture on fossil fuel and biomass.
In the scenarios with permafrost emissions reducing the carbon budget available, modification of the electricity
generation is accelerated. Figure 6 presents the change in electricity generation for two illustrative years (2035 and
2050) 15 and 30 years after the start of the mitigation policy. The change is calculated from to the 2°C scenarios
without permafrost thawing effects; meaning that the base case in the figure is already a low carbon emissions
pathway where large emitting technologies (coal in particular) have already been largely displaced.
Under the low permafrost sensitivity (left panel Figure 6), coal is further removed from the production (-10% in 2035
and -20% in 2050) and under the case of a higher climate sensitivity in the TIAM-UCL climate module (using the
HadGEM2-ES tuning) compared to the lower climate sensitivity set up (using the CMIP5 multi-model tuning). Gas
generation also starts to decrease (-5% in 2035). Because gas had been increasing under the HadGEM2-ES 2°C
simulations without permafrost this technology can be seen as a bridging alternative to carbon mitigation in the
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electricity sector (McGlade et al, 2014). The reduced production from fossil fuel generation is balanced by an
increase in outputs from renewables and nuclear as well as an increase in the use of BECCS (bioenergy and carbon
capture and sequestration). BECCS is the only technology currently in TIAM-UCL able to achieve negative emissions;
other technologies such as nuclear and renewable are counted as no carbon emissions and fossil fuel (coal or gas)
with CCS as low emissions only (particularly for coal as residual emissions exist under CCS). The change in BECCS is
mostly driven by an earlier use of this technology under permafrost impact, with an increase by about 200% in 2035
compare to the 2°C reference case. Finally, under an assumption of high climate sensitivity, gas generation is no
longer seen as a low emission technology and is replaced by the similar amount of gas with CCS generation.
The right panel of Figure 6 presents the situation under higher emissions from permafrost due to the use of the
higher sensitivity parameter set in the permafrost model. The lower carbon budget allowed further increases the
transition of the electricity sector toward low or non-carbon sources. The decrease in fossil fuel generation is roughly
twice that in the low permafrost sensitivity case. The larger modification occurs in 2050 under high climate sensitivity
when 50% of coal generation is removed from the mix. In this case we also see that biomass use (without CCS) is
decreasing slightly and at the same time BECCS is growing by 50% maximum in 2050.

Figure 6 Electricity generation difference (under climate tuning from CMIP5 multi-model mean: “MM” and
HadGEM2_ES: “Had”) between the scenario with and without permafrost emissions (left panel: “LPerm” and right
panel: “HPerm”).

These changes in technologies toward low emission energy generation have an impact on the full cost of the system,
as seen on the carbon prices in Figure 5. Investments needed to achieve these changes are presented in Figure 7 as
differences in accumulated investments (from 2020 to 2035 or 2050) by specific generation technology between the
reference scenarios (without permafrost) and the scenarios including permafrost. As seen in the figure, under lower
climate sensitivity and low sensitivity of permafrost to warming some investment are still required for coal before
2035 (M$ 52,000) when in all other cases divestments are required. The largest divestment occurs under high
climate sensitivity and high permafrost emissions and shows a reduction in coal generation investment over the
same period reduced by M$ 300,000. The reduction in generation from gas realised in 2035 for the higher climate
sensitivity (HadGEM2-ES) in 2035 in Figure 6 is not seen in the accumulated investment of Figure 7 as gas technology
is a relatively cheap and rapid technology to deploy in the electricity generation as bridge to low carbon
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infrastructure and a backup to intermittent renewables; the interpretation of this is that investments in gas
generation have not been changed, just the use of gas as backup of renewable instead of base power generation.
Obviously the development of non-emitting technologies (renewables, nuclear, biomass, CCS) in all the scenarios
with CO2 emissions from permafrost is higher than the divestment in coal generation, this is evident in the increase
of carbon price presented above.

Figure 7 Difference in cumulative investment (under climate tuning of the CMIP5 multi-model mean: “MM” and
HadGEM2_ES: “Had”) between scenarios with and without permafrost emissions (left panel: “LPerm” and right panel:
“HPerm”) until the year indicated in the panel (from 2020 to 2035 or 2050).

3.4 Conclusions: Permafrost

In line with previous studies (Whiteman et al., 2013, Hope and Schaefer, 2015) we find that, even under a low
emissions scenario limiting warming to below 2°C over the century, the thawing of permafrost may have a
considerable impact on certain impact on the economics of mitigation.
There are a number of remaining uncertainties in the climate and permafrost set up used here, predominantly in the
representation of permafrost processes, in the climates sensitivity to CO2 emissions and in the regional patterns of
warming. However, even in the case of a low temperature change (in this study: 2°C) the low sensitivity permafrost
parametrisation may reduce the carbon budget by 1% over the 21st century and increase the price of carbon by 10%
compared to a reference pathway without added permafrost effects. In the worst case simulated here, when the
climate and the permafrost both present strong sensitivities to carbon emissions and warming, the reduction in the
carbon budget can rise to almost 4% and the increase in carbon price can increase by 30%.
In the TIAM-UCL energy system integrated assessment the changes due to the accounting of the emissions of the
permafrost are mostly experienced in the electricity generation and its technological evolution.
The electricity sector undergoes a strong modification in order to limit warming to ambitious climate targets, and
these are strengthened when permafrost feedback emissions are included. Electricity generation from coal is further
reduced and replaced by low carbon alternative (nuclear and renewables). Disinvestment in coal generation
between the lowest and highest combinations of climate and permafrost studied is M$ 350,000 over 15 years
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between the start of mitigation policy (2020) and 2035. This implies that uncertainty in the Earth systems response
to emissions may lead to a significant stranding of coal assets if the climate’s and permafrost’s sensitivities are
toward the high end of estimates. Gas generation faces a marked reduction in the case of permafrost high
sensitivities in 2035 however no large difference in investment is found in the results, indicating the use of gas
technology as backup for the strong development of intermittent renewables rather than as base load generation in
this scenario.
Permafrost carbon feedback has significant implications for limiting global mean temperature change to 2°C
principally in the depth of the anthropogenic carbon emission mitigation. As consequence the permafrost thawing
feedback on carbon budget, and by inference other Earth system feedbacks also, need to be included in integrated
assessment of even low temperature change targets (Lowe and Bernie, 2017).

4

Impacts of Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation collapse on energy demand for heating and cooling

The Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) plays an important role in the climate system by
transporting heat northwards in the Atlantic (Bryden and Imawaki, 2001). Studies of paleoclimate data proxies have
suggested that large and rapid reorganisations of the ocean currents may have occurred in the past (Rahmstorf
2002; Clement and Peterson 2008), and that this circulation is predicted to weaken as the climate warms and the
surface waters of the North Atlantic become less dense, inhibiting wintertime convection. Although a rapid collapse
of the AMOC has been assessed to be very unlikely within the twenty first century (Collins et al. 2013), such a
collapse would cause large and rapid changes in the climate. Hence it is regarded as a ‘low probability-high impact’
event, making it important to assess the wider potential societal impacts as part of a risk based approach to climate
change.
Previous studies have shown that as greenhouse gases forcing is increased temperature changes in much of the
northern hemisphere are dependent on the magnitude of AMOC reduction (Good et al, 2015 and Drijfhout et al,
2012). However it is common practise in current IAM that climate change affects the energy-economic sector only
through a single global scale damage function linking global temperature changes to losses in global GDP. There is
typically no direct feedback of changes in climate on demand for final energy or any limitations placed on the supply
side by a changing climate (such as a lack of water for power station cooling for example). In the present study we
introduce a capacity for regional climate changes to affect the regional demand for heating and cooling. We then
apply this to examine the effect of this coupling under the high emissions RCP8.5 scenario and then extend this to
examine the potential energy-economic implications of an AMOC shut down simulation.

4.1 Experimental methodology

Simulated AMOC collapse
The impact of an AMOC shutdown on the energy system is examined here through use of simulation data from
Jackson et al (2015). In that study a present day control simulation is performed with HadGEM3 (Hewitt et al, 2011)
in its “GC2” configuration (Williams et al, 2015). A parallel simulations is also performed by Jackson et al (2015) in
which an AMOC shutdown is induced through the rapid addition of fresh water to the North Atlantic, an approach
widely used in the literature (Kuhlbrodt et al. 2009 ; Vellinga and Wood 2002; Vellinga and Wood 2008; Stouffer et al.
2006; Manabe and Stouffer 1997; Kageyama et al. 2012). While this produced an AMOC collapse it is acknowledged
that the fresh water input is large and rapid in order to produce a collapse of the AMOC and is of a level not seen in
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scenario based projections of future changes. The set up was to allow and assessment of the impacts associated with
an AMOC shutdown rather than a description of the event itself.
The difference between a 30 year mean of the AMOC run is then compared to the same period in the control run
(60-90 years after the start of the fresh water addition). The climate anomalies between the two runs are illustrative
of potential climate impacts of an AMOC shutdown as examined by Jackson et al (2015) and there is evidence that
such temperature perturbations, at least for temperature, are additive to any climate change signal (L. Jackson pers.
comm.). The temperature anomaly associated with the illustrative AMOC shutdown in Jackson et al (2015) is
reproduced in Figure 8.

Figure 8 Anomalies of surface air temperature owing to AMOC shutdown. Anomalies that are not significant compared to
the control variability (see text) are white.

The spatial temperature change pattern associated with an AMOC collapse (Figure 8) is then added to the RCP8.5
temperatures. An important fact to note is that the AMOC shutdown leads to an overall decrease in global mean
temperatures of 0.7 °C so the timings of reaching any specific global warming levels are later in the century. The
energy systems at different warming levels are thus assessed at different times in each simulation so some of the
signal seen in the energy sector will be driven by changes in demand from underlying socio-economic change rather
than a pure climate signal. Table 2 shows the timing differences of various global warming levels diagnosed for the
two experiments.

1.5℃
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RCP8.5

RCP8.5 + AMOC

2033

2054

16

2.0℃

2043

2063

3.0℃

2062

2082

4.0℃

2080

No met by 2100

Table 2 Timing of reaching different global mean warming levels in the RCP8.5 control and the AMOC perturbation
experiments.

Socioeconomic modelling in TIAM_UCL.
SSP5 has been selected for the socioeconomic part of the analysis (O’Neill et al, 2017). SSP5 represents a free market
world. This is an extreme socioeconomic scenario marking the upper end of the scenario literature in fossil fuel use,
food demand, energy use and greenhouse gas emissions. The population growth is lower than in other pathways
however the global economic development is higher driving a higher level of standard of living in the population.
Moreover SSP5 is the socioeconomic pathway closely linked with the high climate change RCP8.5 under the no
climate policy (or base case) in the SSP x RCP matrix presented in VanVuuren 2014. SSP5 will supply the underlying
assumptions for populations and GDP that we will use to calculate the changes in demand for space heating and
cooling in the IAM TIAM-UCL. In this model, population and GDP data are used as the sole drivers for the calculation
of the energy demands for the future periods within the energy system model (as described in the method section
below).
As a technology-rich global optimisation model, TIAM-UCL derives the least-cost future energy system within given
technological, economic and policy constraints. It models the flows of energy carriers from primary resources to final
service demands via stages of extraction, transformation and transportation. With perfect foresight over the chosen
time period, selecting energy technologies based on their investment and running costs and operational parameters,
so as to meet service demands while minimising the total cost of the system (Anandarajah et al, 2011).
In TIAM-UCL, the energy service demands are an exogenous input to the model, and are calculated for each
modelled time slice (t) based on socio-economic drivers and elasticity constants, which represent how closely the
demands are coupled to the drivers and vary over the modelled time horizon. The energy demands for residential
cooling (RC), commercial cooling (CC), residential heating (RH) and commercial heating (CH) are calculated with
Equations 2 to 5, where NumHou is the number of households, GDPPHOU is the gross domestic product per
household and PSER is the service industry activity (in trillion USD).
RHDemand(t) = RHDemand(t−1) × (NumHou × GDPPHOU)Elasticity

(2)

CHDemand(t) = CHDemand(t−1) × PSERElasticity

(3)

RCDemand(t) = RCDemand(t−1) × (NumHou × GDPPHOU)Elasticity

(4)

CCDemand(t) = CCDemand(t−1) × PSERElasticity

(5)

For this analysis, it is assumed that all space heating or cooling services in the model are used to mitigate the number
of heating or cooling degrees days. As described by Brown et al (2016), the relationship between temperature and
energy demand in buildings may be represented by different functions depending on factors including building
properties, diffusion of technologies and cultural preferences. Following the method of Labriet et al (2015), this
study assumes that the usage of heating or cooling appliances changes but the diffusion of appliances does not
change due to climate change (this is driven mostly by the socioeconomic development). Based on this, the energy
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demands for space heating and cooling are assumed to scale proportionally with the change in heating and cooling
degree days.
Given these assumptions to simulate the impact of climate change on building energy demand, we scale each portion
of the unadjusted heating or cooling energy demands calculated under the SSP5 population and GDP (with no impact
from changing climate) by the ratio of HDDs or CDDs in the future period relative to the historic period (equation 6
and 7).
Ahcd(t) = HDD(t) / HDDhistoric

(6)

Accd(t) = CDD(t) / CDDhistoric

(7)

The TIAM-UCL model is run for the period 2005-2100, the extended time horizon reflecting the fact that policymakers and industry agents make decisions to prepare for, and which affect, the years and decades to come. The
model is run with 3 energy demand scenarios: the base case without climate change impact on energy building
requirement (named: “noCC”) and the “climate change” case where the heating and cooling energy demand have
been scaled to take into consideration the changes in HDD and CDD under two climate change scenario: RCP8.5
(named: “CC”) and AMOC (under the situation of an AMOC collapse, named: “CC-AMOC”).
Changes in demand for these three experiments are calculated from HadGEM3 data. For the noCC run (which is the
default set up in TIAM-UCL and other IAM) demand changes as a function of time with no effect of climate change.
For CC the daily temperatures from a simulations of RCP8.5 in HadGEM3 are used to calculate degree days as an
anomaly to 18°C. This is then re-gridded onto the same grid as population data from Shared Socio-economic Pathway
5 (SSP5, Riahi et al., 2017) and the heating and cooling degree days separately weighted by SSP5 population and
stored as annual means. This is finally converted to averages over each TIAM geographical region. This information is
then used to calculate the relative change from present day (1986-2005 mean) population weighted heating and
cooling degree days for each region.
For the AMOC experiment the associated temperature anomaly from Jackson et al (2015) (Figure 8) is added to the
daily time series from RCP8.5 and the regional population weighted HDD and CDD calculated as before. The crucial
point here is that change in demand in both CC and CC-AMOC is calculated as relative to the present day in the CC
run (RCP8.5). Changes in demand for CC and CC-AMOC are then implemented in TIAM as linear changes from the
present day demand values (from the CC / RCP8.5 simulation) up to the modified demand values calculated when
specific warming levels of 1.5, 2 and 3 °C are reached at a global level in CC and CC-AMOC. The reason that this
approach is taken is so that the interpretation of the CC-AMOC experiment is that the AMOC collapse occurs
smoothly over the period between present day and the time that global temperatures hit 1.5 °C above preindustrial,
which is 2054 in these runs. The relative changes in demand over the century for the three experiments are detailed
in Table 3.
Name
Description

Climate forcing
Global heating demand
2100
Global cooling demand
2100

SSP5 noCC
No effect of climate
change on the
socioeconomic model
None

SSP5 CC
HDD and CDD extracted
from RCP8.5 climate
scenario
RCP8.5

SSP5 CC-AMOC
HDD and CDD extracted
from an AMOC collapse
scenario
AMOC collapse

1

2.5

2.0

1

0.45

0.65

Table 3 Overview of the scenarios included in this study.
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4.2 Results: AMOC collapse

Global level impact of AMOC collapse on heating and cooling demand
Regarding global demand we compare the different scenarios with climate change (CC and CC-AMOC) effects to the
reference scenario (noCC). The top panel in Figure 9 shows the space heating and cooling demand in the context of
the total energy services demand driven by the SSP5 socioeconomic scenario under no climate change (noCC) and
climate change impact from RCP8.5 (CC) on cooling and heating. The lower panels if Figure 9 present respectively the
changes in cooling and heating demand between the three scenarios. The first observation to make from this figure
is that the heating and cooling demands in the SSP5 pathway represent combined together only 15% of global
demand in 2010 and this ratio decreases to 7% in 2100. Considering this in the context of the large warming seen in
RCP8.5 (CC), the cooling demand will increase and heating demand decrease compared to the base case (noCC). The
composite effect of these two changes is a slight increase in the absolute energy service demand by 1% of the total
demand. More precisely, under the RCP8.5 temperature change drive, the cooling demand increases over the
century to reach 2.5 times the demand without climate change. Under the AMOC collapse scenario (CC-AMOC),
when the global warming levels are lower than in CC, the increase is 2.0 times the noCC demand in 2100.
A large difference in heating demand under an AMOC collapse is also seen at global scale. Under warmer surface
temperatures in RCP8.5 the heating demand in CC is decreased by 40,000 PJ, around half that in noCC. Under an
AMOC collapse the heating demand reduction compared to noCC is smaller due to the lower global temperatures (20,000 PJ). However, these changes driven by climate change on space cooling and heating demands are relatively
small in the context of the wider demand changes in the socioeconomic development of SSP5.
In TIAM-UCL, the demand for cooling is in effect achieved entirely through the use of electricity. The technologies
available for space cooling are limited to reversible heat pump (with ground or air exchanger) or regular airconditioning system (centralised or room specific). Other technologies available in TIAM-UCL (using natural gas for
example) are not considered cost effective technologies and so are not chosen by the optimisation of the energy
system. The efficiencies of these technologies have been presented in SM-table1.
The sources of energy for space heating technologies are more diverse as seen in Figure 10. Electricity (resistance),
gas (central heating) and other fuels (fuel oil, wood, coal) are used in similar amounts in the present day. However
this changes with time and after 2050 a large part of the heating demand is provided by heat pumps (with air or
ground exchanger). As in the case of space cooling these air pump technologies have a higher than one efficiency in
meeting demand compared to resistance heating or direct fuel burning. The “other” energy source shown in Figure
10 is populated by coal (60%) and biomass or wood (40%) in the second half of the century.
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Figure 9 Top panel: global energy services demand (total and compounded space cooling and heating) in SSP5
socioeconomic development under no-climate change effects (noCC) and the climate change pathways RCP8.5
(CC).AMOC collapse (CC-AMOC). Lower panels: energy demand for space cooling (left) and heating (right) for the two
previous scenarios (noCC and CC) and the pathway under AMOC collapse (CC-AMOC).

Figure 10 heating technologies used to supply the space heat demand for the three scenarios (anticlockwise: noCC, CC and
CC-AMOC).
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Figure 11 shows the total electricity generation by technology over century for under the three different scenarios. In
all cases electricity generation increases over the simulation period and reaches a maximum in 2100. Under the high
socioeconomic demand in the SSP5 scenario without climate change the electricity generation is 417 EJ in 2100.
When the heating and cooling demand is included from the RCP8.5 pathway the total generation increases to 428 EJ
and under the AMOC collapse condition to 425 EJ. These are small additions to an already rapid increase in electricity
generation driven by the underlying economic development in SSP5. The total increase represents 1.9% and 2.7% in
2100 for the AMOC collapse and RCP8.5 scenarios respectively. The additional demand requirements relative to the
reference SSP5 case are met by coal (45%) followed by nuclear (15%) and solar (12%).
As expected from the demand (Figure 9), the RCP8.5 scenario requires the highest electricity generation. The
difference between the energy generation in the reference scenario (where climate change does not affect energy
demand) and RCP8.5 is lower than the increase in demand calculated from the changes to HDD and CDD. This is due
to the fact that the technologies used in space heating and cooling by the model have efficiencies higher than 1. As a
consequence 1 unit of electricity will provide more than 1 unit of cooling or heating required.

Figure 11 Global electricity generation by technology for the three scenarios (anticlockwise: noCC, CC and CC-AMOC).

The split between heating supply technologies is shown in Figure 10 illustrates that after 2050 three quarters of the
heating will come from heat pumps, a technology also involved in the large increase in demand for cooling
suggesting little impact of changes in heating and cooling due to climate changes on the technology mix. By contrast
while there is only minimal decrease in demand for coal and wood as heating feedstock (Figure 11) there are
increases demand in electricity for cooling which will request investments in power generation. The change in
investment within the electricity generation sector require presented in Figure 12. For reference the investment
from the SSP5 scenario without effects of climate change on demand are presented in the top panel. The two lower
panels in the figure present the difference between this reference and the scenarios including climate change from
the CC and CC-AMOC simulations.
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In the SSP5 reference scenario (without consideration of climate change in the energy system) a large development
of coal and some oil is present, with equally strong growth in hydro and nuclear generation followed by solar (both
PV and concentred thermal) and finally wind. The total investment achieves a maximum 6,000 B$/y in 2100 under an
ever growing demand of electricity in SSP5. The demand is driven by the strong global economic development in the
scenario. The rapid development in nuclear and renewables (solar and wind) is not constrained by any climate policy
but instead by limitation in the easily and cheap available fossil fuel (coal mining, oil and gas fields depletion) and the
potential growth of the technology in within TIAM-UCL (owing to a lag in policy decision, financing and construction).
The climate change effects on heating and cooling demand is to increase the electricity needs and the associated
investments in generation. Under RCP8.5 the stronger temperature changes lead to investments which kick-off after
2030 to level around 150 B$/y after 2070. This represents a yearly increase of 3 to 4% in comparison to the reference
scenario with no impact of climate change on energy demand. When considering climate change under the AMOC
collapse the demand changes (which are lower than under the RCP8.5 owing to the reduced global temperatures)
drives a smaller requirement in additional electricity generation. The investments start earlier (2020) and reach the
level of 100 B$/y over the last decade of the century representing a 1.6% increase compare to the no climate change
scenario.

Figure 12 Same as Figure 11 but showing annual investments in electricity generation.

The difference between the two climate change situations concentrate on reducing expensive investment in
generation technologies such as nuclear and hydro as well as reducing the participation of gas fired generation in the
mix under the lower increases in electricity requirement of the AMOC collapse scenario. The impact of the climate
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change effects on heating and cooling demand over the full system (including all energy related investment,
maintenance and other variable costs) is presented as discounted full system cost over the 2005-2100 period in
Table 4 (discounted at 3.5%). The difference in the total discounted cost of the energy system goes up by 0.25% and
0.4% in the respective case of AMOC collapse and RCP8.5 climate change impact on space heating and cooling.

Full system costs
(in 2005T$)
Difference from SSP5
noCC (in %)

SSP5 noCC

SSP5 CC

SSP5 CC-AMOC

642.60

645.23

644.18

-

0.40%

0.25%

Table 4: full discounted system cost 2005 to 2100 for the three scenarios (anticlockwise: noCC, CC and CC-AMOC).

Regional results: USA and EU.
While the results from the global impact of an AMOC collapse on the energy-economics show a picture of reduced
demand growth under the AMOC collapse, Figure 8 shows that there are some clear regional differences to the
temperature changes as well as the global scaling changes. To illustrate this we have chosen to focus on two regions
that could be strongly affected by the collapse of the AMOC on two sides of the Atlantic: Europe (EU) and the United
States of America (USA). These have been chosen as the heating and cooling demand in these regions are relatively
well studied as well as being in regions with some of the largest potential temperature impacts from an AMOC
collapse.
In these two regions, under SSP5 with no climate change effect on heating and cooling demand, the combination of
space heating and cooling currently represents about 25% of the regional service demand. This ratio stays relatively
constant for the USA during the century while in the EU region it slightly decreases to 12% of energy services by
2100. As seen in the top panels of Figure 13, under RCP8.5 warming, the demand decreases slightly during the
middle of the century over EU and rises over the USA. This is due to the differential effect of warming on cooling and
heating requirements. In the USA changes are present in the cooling demand under climate change but the changes
between CC and CC-AMOC are relatively small. The space heating demand is accordingly reduced by global warming,
with a smaller difference between the two climate change scenarios. In the EU cooling demand increases by a similar
amount in the three scenarios, with CC-AMOC midway between CC and noCC. The reduction in heating demand is
also less marked that in the USA, starting to diverge only from the noCC demand in the latter half of the simulation
(past 2060) as seen in the lower portions of Figure 13.
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Figure 13 Top panels: total and space heating and cooling energy services demand under the two scenarios noCC and CC
only (left: EU and right: USA). Lower panels: cooling and heating demand (left and right panel respectively) under noclimate change (noCC) scenario and climate change effects from RCP8.5 (CC) and AMOC collapse (CC- AMOC) for the
two focus regions EU and USA.

We now examine the impact of the AMOC collapse on the energy system development of these two regions.
The energy supply for cooling is again largely achieved with heat pump technologies (air or ground heat exchanger)
with very good efficiencies in comparison to present day room air conditioner units. Figure 14 shows (on the left
hand panels) the different technologies supplying space heating under the RCP8.5 climate change condition for
Europe and the USA. The heating demand is managed by different technologies compared to the present day.
However after 2070 (and with stronger signal in the USA) the heat pump technologies become the largest choices for
heating (95% in the USA in year 2100). On the right panels the difference due to the AMOC collapse in comparison to
the RCP8.5 scenario (AMOC-CC) are presented for the same regions.
Under the AMOC collapse climate conditions the heating demand is higher than under the RCP8.5 regime. In the first
part of the simulation this increase is supplied by mostly gas in the EU or gas-electricity for the USA; toward the end
of the century these technologies are replaced by heat pump as explained before. In the EU the AMOC collapse adds
just below 1700 PJ (or 20% compare to the RCP8.5 situation) to the heating electricity requirement in 2100 and 700
PJ (or 15%) to the USA.
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Figure 14 Heating demand supply by technology for the RCP8.5 scenario (left) and difference introduced by the effect of
the AMOC collapse (right) within the two focus regions.

The electricity under SSP5 in TIAM-UCL is supplied by various sources even in the base case where no climate policy
has been introduced. As already explained, the energy demand in this pathway is great enough to limit the ability of
fossil fuel generation to stay the major source of electricity. Diversification is driven by the limitation in availability of
cheap feedstock such as coal (Figure 15) with a large increase in nuclear power in both regions. From the second part
of the century solar and wind start to contribute to the mix in USA but to a lower level than coal and nuclear.
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Figure 15 Electricity generation by technology for the SSP5 no climate change scenario within the two focus regions.

The changes in the power sector driven by the climate change impacts on space cooling and heating are shown in
Figure 16 for the difference between CC and noCC (left panels) and CC-AMOC and CC (right panels). In the EU region
under CC, after a slight reduction of fossil fuel generation at the start of the simulation (and shift from coal to gas),
the increase in electricity demand later in the period is fulfilled with a mix of coal and nuclear mostly. Under the
same scenario the USA the increase in electricity generation (around 5 EJ) is shared between a large increases in coal
(+3 EJ) and renewable (solar and wind). When the AMOC climate change scenario is included the demand is lower
when comparing to CC as the warming is reduced. In this case the EU generation decreases by 2 EJ in 2100 as
competing effects in cooling and warming are compensating. In the USA the decrease in generation is below 3 EJ for
the same period, however the change in technologies utilised is different; over the period of the scenario only the
generation by renewables is reduced (to the level of -2.5 EJ) as seen in the figure 15 (right panels). This is mostly due
to the higher costs and variability of supply associated with these technologies.
This is a specific pattern of SSP5 results in the optimisation model TIAM-UCL. Under the high global demand in
energy services without any climate constraint policy the coal for electricity generation becomes commodity with
increasing price during the century. As a consequence in this specific pathway the variable renewable such as wind
and solar become competitive in the USA to produce electricity as in the meantime this region is a large producer
and exporter of fossil fuels to other regions such as EU and South East Asia.
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Figure 16 Difference in electricity generation by technology between RCP8.5 and no climate change (CC – noCC) and
between the effect of the AMOC collapse and the RCP8.5 (CC-AMOC – CC) within the two focus regions.

4.3 Conclusions: AMOC collapse

Taking into consideration the climate change effects on space heating and cooling in the future is important. Here we
have used the ratio of the changes in CDD or HDD compared to present day for different global warming levels. The
high end scenario RCP8.5 calculated by the HadGEM3 model shows that at global level the cooling demand is more
than doubled in 2100 when the heating demand is just less than halved. However these two effects are not
compensating as the absolute increase in cooling demand is larger than the reduction in heating demand. Being a
pathway created from the SSP5 socioeconomic scenario, the world undergoes a large growth in wealth under free
market policies and large scale use of fossil fuel to sustain the high energy requirements.
When applying the climate change effects extracted from an AMOC collapse onto the space heating and cooling
demand under the same socioeconomic pathway, the situation is slightly different. The AMOC collapse creates a
“hiatus” in the warming level, delaying the timing of reaching specific global warming levels of almost 20 years. The
3°C specific warming level at global scale is only reached in 2082 instead of 2065 under the RCP8.5 simulation. This
global cooling creates a regional imbalance between warming and cooling between regions. Under the AMOC
collapse temperature pathway, this imbalance globally decreases the demand in cooling as well as slightly increasing
the demand in heating compared to RCP8.5. Once again the response from the energy system to this demand is a
decrease in generation focussing on a mix of conventional fossil fuel (coal), nuclear power and to a certain level
renewable sources (solar and wind) with large differences in the regional response depending of the local energy
system situation.
As a consequence, on taking into consideration the climate change effects on space heating and cooling in an SSP5
socioeconomic pathway in TIAM-UCL, the change in CDD and HDD (increase and decrease respectively compare to a
scenario with no climate change impact) create stronger demand for energy (particularly electricity) that will be
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supplied mostly from fossil fuel and nuclear generation at global level. This increase in fossil fuel use in the energy
system will intensify the already large CO2 emissions under the SSP5 socioeconomic pathway. Total anthropogenic
emissions increase when including the change in HCD and CDD in the calculation of space heating and cooling
demand in CC, and also to a lesser extent in CC-AMOC.
The climate change disturbance from the two chosen scenarios (CC and CC-AMOC) has been applied only on a
specific pair of demands (space cooling and heating) that combined represent around 10% of global energy total
demand. Moreover under warmer climate the changes can compensate themselves with an increase in cooling and
associated decrease in warming need in buildings. These two demand modifications will under the socio-technologic
development of SSP5 mostly impact the electricity demand as both cooling and heating with time will be mostly
supplied by efficient heat-pump technologies. As consequences the effects of the two climate change scenarios on
the total energy system in this specific study are relatively small in comparison of the changes driven only by the
socioeconomic growth of the SSP5.
5

Summary

This study has examined the potential impacts of crossing specific tipping points in the earth system on the future
development of the energy economic complex. The processes examined where the release of CO2 from the thawing
of permafrost as high latitudes and the potential climate changes associated with a collapse of the Atlantic
Overturning Circulation (AMOC).
Permafrost carbon feedback has significant implications for limiting global mean temperature change to 2°C
principally by reducing allowable carbon budgets and thereby increasing the level if emission mitigation required to
meet climate targets. As a consequence re recommend that the impact of permafrost thawing on carbon budgets,
and by inference the impact other Earth system feedbacks also, should to be included in integrated assessment of
even low temperature change targets (Lowe and Bernie, 2017).
In line with previous studies (Whiteman et al., 2013, Hope and Schaefer, 2015) we find that, even under a low
emissions scenario limiting warming to below 2°C over this century, the thawing of permafrost may have a
considerable impact on impact on the economics of mitigation. Two sensitivities of permafrost to warming were
combined with two sensitivities of warming to emissions to sample uncertainties in both the climate system and
permafrost dynamics. These as lead to increases in the price of carbon required to meeting mitigation targets by up
to 10% compared to a reference pathway without added permafrost effects. In the worst case simulated here, when
the climate and the permafrost both present strong sensitivities to carbon emissions and warming, the reduction in
the carbon budget can rise to almost 4% and carbon prices can increase by up to 30%.
In the TIAM-UCL energy system integrated assessment we find that this increase in carbon price is manifest as
changes to the electricity generation and its technological evolution. Aggressive changes are already required to limit
warming to 2 °C and these are strengthened when permafrost feedback emissions are included. Electricity
generation from coal is further reduced and replaced by low carbon alternatives (nuclear and renewables) while
disinvestment in coal generation between the lowest and highest combinations of climate and permafrost sensitivity
studied is M$ 350,000 over 15 years between the start of mitigation policy (2020) and 2035. This implies that
uncertainty in the Earth systems response to emissions may lead to a significant stranding of coal assets if the
climate’s and permafrost’s sensitivities are toward the high end of estimates. Gas generation faces a marked
reduction in the case of permafrost high sensitivities in 2035 however no large difference in investment is found in
the results, indicating the use of gas technology as backup for the strong development of intermittent renewables
rather than as base load generation in this scenario.
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The changes to energy-economics when inducing an AMOC collapse where examined by introducing a feedback of
regional climate change on to the regional demands for heating and cooling, which currently represent about 20% of
total energy demands.
The introduction of an AMOC shutdown reduces global mean temperatures by about 0.7 °C with much higher levels
of cooling over areas of the northern hemisphere. Compared to RCP8.5, the changes seen are qualitatively similar
with a stronger demand for energy (particularly electricity) that will be supplied mostly from fossil fuel and nuclear
generation at global level. This increase in fossil fuel use in the energy system will intensify the already large CO2
emissions under the SSP5 socioeconomic pathway.
The impact of climate change on cooling and heating combined will represent around 10% of total global energy
total demand. Moreover under warmer climate the changes can compensate themselves with an increase in cooling
and associated decrease in warming need in buildings. These two demand modifications will under the sociotechnological development of SSP5 mostly impact the electricity demand as both cooling and heating with time will
be mostly supplied by efficient heat-pump technologies. As a consequence the effects of AMOC collapse on the total
energy system in this specific study are relatively small in comparison of the changes driven only by the
socioeconomic growth of the SSP5.
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Supplementary material

Table SM1: technologies for residential space heating and cooling included in the TIAM-UCL model:
Tech. Name

Technology Description

YEAR

LIFE

INVCOST

FIXOM

EFF

Space heating
RH3ERS005

RES.HEAT.R3: .05.ELC.INS-REG.RESISTANCE.

2006

20

55.360

1.335

1

RH4ERS005

RES.HEAT.R4: .05.ELC.INS-REG.RESISTANCE.

2006

20

55.360

1.335

1

RH1EHP005

RES.HEAT.R1: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.STD.

2006

15

98.042

4.932

2.17

RH2EHP005

RES.HEAT.R2: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.STD.

2006

15

98.042

4.932

2.17

RH3EHP005

RES.HEAT.R3: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.STD.

2006

15

98.042

4.932

2.17

RH4EHP005

RES.HEAT.R4: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.STD.

2006

15

98.042

4.932

2.17

RH1ELB005

RES.HEAT.R1: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.IMP.

2006

15

125.53

5.647

3.52

RH2ELB005

RES.HEAT.R2: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.IMP.

2006

15

125.53

5.647

3.52

RH3ELB005

RES.HEAT.R3: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.IMP.

2006

15

125.53

5.647

3.52

RH4ELB005

RES.HEAT.R4: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.IMP.

2006

15

125.53

5.647

3.52

RH1ELD005

RES.HEAT.R1: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.ADV.

2006

15

156.91

6.429

4.31

RH2ELD005

RES.HEAT.R2: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.ADV.

2006

15

156.91

6.429

4.31

RH3ELD005

RES.HEAT.R3: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.ADV.

2006

15

156.91

6.429

4.31

RH4ELD005

RES.HEAT.R4: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.ADV.

2006

15

156.91

6.429

4.31

RH1ELF005

RES.HEAT.R1: .05.GEO.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.GROUND.STD.

2006

15

188.30

7.477

4.1

RH2ELF005

RES.HEAT.R2: .05.GEO.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.GROUND.STD.

2006

15

188.30

7.477

4.1

RH3ELF005

RES.HEAT.R3: .05.GEO.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.GROUND.STD.

2006

15

188.30

7.477

4.1

RH4ELF005

RES.HEAT.R4: .05.GEO.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.GROUND.STD.

2006

15

188.30

7.477

4.1

RH1ELS005

RES.HEAT.R1: .05.ELC.INS-REG.SOLAR.

2006

20

1403.8

70.09

1

RH2ELS005

RES.HEAT.R2: .05.ELC.INS-REG.SOLAR.

2006

20

1403.8

70.09

1

RH3ELS005

RES.HEAT.R3: .05.ELC.INS-REG.SOLAR.

2006

20

1403.8

70.09

1

RH4ELS005

RES.HEAT.R4: .05.ELC.INS-REG.SOLAR.

2006

20

1403.8

70.09

1

RH1DST005

RES.HEAT.R1: .05.DST.INS-REG.BURNER.STD.

2006

20

55.360

2.738

0.78

RH2DST005

RES.HEAT.R2: .05.DST.INS-REG.BURNER.STD.

2006

20

55.360

2.738

0.78

RH3DST005

RES.HEAT.R3: .05.DST.INS-REG.BURNER.STD.

2006

20

55.360

2.738

0.78

RH4DST005

RES.HEAT.R4: .05.DST.INS-REG.BURNER.STD.

2006

20

55.360

2.738

0.78

RH1LPG005

RES.HEAT.R1: .05.LPG.INS-REG.BURNER.

2006

20

55.360

1.214

0.72

RH2LPG005

RES.HEAT.R2: .05.LPG.INS-REG.BURNER.

2006

20

55.360

1.214

0.72

RH3LPG005

RES.HEAT.R3: .05.LPG.INS-REG.BURNER.

2006

20

55.360

1.214

0.72
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RH4LPG005

RES.HEAT.R4: .05.LPG.INS-REG.BURNER.

2006

20

55.360

1.214

0.72

RH1KER005

RES.HEAT.R1: .05.KER.INS-REG.BURNER.

2006

10

55.360

1.214

0.72

RH2KER005

RES.HEAT.R2: .05.KER.INS-REG.BURNER.

2006

10

55.360

1.214

0.72

RH3KER005

RES.HEAT.R3: .05.KER.INS-REG.BURNER.

2006

10

55.360

1.214

0.72

RH4KER005

RES.HEAT.R4: .05.KER.INS-REG.BURNER.

2006

10

55.360

1.214

0.72

RH1DSA005

RES.HEAT.R1: .05.DST.INS-REG.BURNER.IMP.

2006

20

71.969

2.944

0.95

RH2DSA005

RES.HEAT.R2: .05.DST.INS-REG.BURNER.IMP.

2006

20

71.969

2.944

0.95

RH4DSA005

RES.HEAT.R4: .05.DST.INS-REG.BURNER.IMP.

2006

20

71.969

2.944

0.95

RH1DSO005

RES.HEAT.R1: .05.DST.INS-REG.SOLAR.

2006

20

1403.8

70.01

0.72

RH2DSO005

RES.HEAT.R2: .05.DST.INS-REG.SOLAR.

2006

20

1403.8

70.01

0.72

RH3DSO005

RES.HEAT.R3: .05.DST.INS-REG.SOLAR.

2006

20

1403.8

70.01

0.72

RH4DSO005

RES.HEAT.R4: .05.DST.INS-REG.SOLAR.

2006

20

1403.8

70.01

0.72

RH1NGA005

RES.HEAT.R1: .05.NGA.INS-REG.BURNER.STD.

2006

20

55.360

4.606

0.8

RH2NGA005

RES.HEAT.R2: .05.NGA.INS-REG.BURNER.STD.

2006

20

55.360

4.606

0.8

RH3NGA005

RES.HEAT.R3: .05.NGA.INS-REG.BURNER.STD.

2006

20

55.360

4.606

0.8

RH4NGA005

RES.HEAT.R4: .05.NGA.INS-REG.BURNER.STD.

2006

20

55.360

4.606

0.8

RH1NHP005

RES.HEAT.R1: .05.NGA.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.STD.

2006

15

125.53

6.288

2

RH2NHP005

RES.HEAT.R2: .05.NGA.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.STD.

2006

15

125.53

6.288

2

RH3NHP005

RES.HEAT.R3: .05.NGA.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.STD.

2006

15

125.53

6.288

2

RH4NHP005

RES.HEAT.R4: .05.NGA.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.STD.

2006

15

125.53

6.288

2

RH1NGC005

RES.HEAT.R1: .05.NGA.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.HICOOL.

2006

15

225.96

11.26

2

RH2NGC005

RES.HEAT.R2: .05.NGA.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.HICOOL.

2006

15

225.96

11.26

2

RH3NGC005

RES.HEAT.R3: .05.NGA.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.HICOOL.

2006

15

225.96

11.26

2

RH4NGC005

RES.HEAT.R4: .05.NGA.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.HICOOL.

2006

15

225.96

11.26

2

RH1NGD005

RES.HEAT.R1: .05.NGA.INS-REG.BURNER.IMP.

2006

20

98.858

7.318

0.963

RH2NGD005

RES.HEAT.R2: .05.NGA.INS-REG.BURNER.IMP.

2006

20

98.858

7.318

0.963

RH3NGD005

RES.HEAT.R3: .05.NGA.INS-REG.BURNER.IMP.

2006

20

98.858

7.318

0.963

RH4NGD005

RES.HEAT.R4: .05.NGA.INS-REG.BURNER.IMP.

2006

20

98.858

7.318

0.963

RH1NGS005

RES.HEAT.R1: .05.NGA.INS-REG.SOLAR

2006

20

1403.8

70.25

0.72

RH2NGS005

RES.HEAT.R2: .05.NGA.INS-REG.SOLAR

2006

20

1403.8

70.25

0.72

RH3NGS005

RES.HEAT.R3: .05.NGA.INS-REG.SOLAR

2006

20

1403.8

70.25

0.72

RH4NGS005

RES.HEAT.R4: .05.NGA.INS-REG.SOLAR

2006

20

1403.8

70.25

0.72

RH1BIO005

RES.HEAT.R1: .05.BIO.INS-REG.WOODSTOVES.

2006

30

94.779

1.008

0.25

RH2BIO005

RES.HEAT.R2: .05.BIO.INS-REG.WOODSTOVES.

2006

30

94.779

1.008

0.25

RH3BIO005

RES.HEAT.R3: .05.BIO.INS-REG.WOODSTOVES.

2006

30

94.779

1.008

0.25

RH4BIO005

RES.HEAT.R4: .05.BIO.INS-REG.WOODSTOVES.

2006

30

94.779

1.008

0.25

RH1COA005

RES.HEAT.R1: .05.COA.INS-REG.BURNER.

2006

20

98.858

4.954

0.6

RH2COA005

RES.HEAT.R2: .05.COA.INS-REG.BURNER.

2006

20

98.858

4.954

0.6

RH3COA005

RES.HEAT.R3: .05.COA.INS-REG.BURNER.

2006

20

98.858

4.954

0.6

RH4COA005

RES.HEAT.R4: .05.COA.INS-REG.BURNER.

2006

20

98.858

4.954

0.6

RH1GEO005

RES.HEAT.R1: .05.GEO.INS-REG.EXCHANGER.

2006

30

14.077

0.194

0.93

RH2GEO005

RES.HEAT.R2: .05.GEO.INS-REG.EXCHANGER.

2006

30

14.077

0.194

0.93

RH3GEO005

RES.HEAT.R3: .05.GEO.INS-REG.EXCHANGER.

2006

30

14.077

0.194

0.93
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RH4GEO005

RES.HEAT.R4: .05.GEO.INS-REG.EXCHANGER.

2006

30

14.077

0.194

0.93

RH1HFO005

RES.HEAT.R1: .05.HFO.INS-REG.BURNER.

2006

20

48

0.694

0.75

RH2HFO005

RES.HEAT.R2: .05.HFO.INS-REG.BURNER.

2006

20

48

0.694

0.75

RH4HFO005

RES.HEAT.R4: .05.HFO.INS-REG.BURNER.

2006

20

48

0.694

0.75

RC1ELC005

RES.COOL.R1: .05.ELC.INS-REG.CENTRAL.STD.

2006

15

372.85

7.408

2.93

RC2ELC005

RES.COOL.R2: .05.ELC.INS-REG.CENTRAL.STD.

2006

15

372.85

7.408

2.93

RC3ELC005

RES.COOL.R3: .05.ELC.INS-REG.CENTRAL.STD.

2006

15

372.85

7.408

2.93

RC4ELC005

RES.COOL.R4: .05.ELC.INS-REG.CENTRAL.STD.

2006

15

372.85

7.408

2.93

RC1ELA005

RES.COOL.R1: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.STD.

2006

15

242.66

4.853

2.75

RC2ELA005

RES.COOL.R2: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.STD.

2006

15

242.66

4.853

2.75

RC3ELA005

RES.COOL.R3: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.STD.

2006

15

242.66

4.853

2.75

RC4ELA005

RES.COOL.R4: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.STD.

2006

15

242.66

4.853

2.75

RC1ELB005

RES.COOL.R1: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.IMP.

2006

15

310.71

5.649

3.52

RC2ELB005

RES.COOL.R2: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.IMP.

2006

15

310.71

5.649

3.52

RC3ELB005

RES.COOL.R3: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.IMP.

2006

15

310.71

5.649

3.52

RC4ELB005

RES.COOL.R4: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.IMP.

2006

15

310.71

5.649

3.52

RC1ELD005

RES.COOL.R1: .05.ELC.INS-REG.ROOM.STD.

2006

15

90.417

1.806

3.43

RC2ELD005

RES.COOL.R2: .05.ELC.INS-REG.ROOM.STD.

2006

15

90.417

1.806

3.43

RC3ELD005

RES.COOL.R3: .05.ELC.INS-REG.ROOM.STD.

2006

15

90.417

1.806

3.43

RC4ELD005

RES.COOL.R4: .05.ELC.INS-REG.ROOM.STD.

2006

15

90.417

1.806

3.43

RC1ELE005

RES.COOL.R1: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.ADV.

2006

15

388.39

7.767

4.31

RC2ELE005

RES.COOL.R2: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.ADV.

2006

15

388.39

7.767

4.31

RC3ELE005

RES.COOL.R3: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.ADV.

2006

15

388.39

7.767

4.31

RC4ELE005

RES.COOL.R4: .05.ELC.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.ADV.

2006

15

388.39

7.767

4.31

RC1ELF005

RES.COOL.R1: .05.GEO.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.GROUND.STD.

2006

15

466.07

8.604

4.1

RC2ELF005

RES.COOL.R2: .05.GEO.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.GROUND.STD.

2006

15

466.07

8.604

4.1

RC3ELF005

RES.COOL.R3: .05.GEO.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.GROUND.STD.

2006

15

466.07

8.604

4.1

RC1NGA005

RES.COOL.R1: .05.NGA.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.STD.

2006

15

310.71

6.214

1.05

RC2NGA005

RES.COOL.R2: .05.NGA.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.STD.

2006

15

310.71

6.214

1.05

RC3NGA005

RES.COOL.R3: .05.NGA.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.STD.

2006

15

310.71

6.214

1.05

RC4NGA005

RES.COOL.R4: .05.NGA.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.AIR.STD.

2006

15

310.71

6.214

1.05

RC1NGB005

RES.COOL.R1: .05.NGA.INS-REG.CENTRAL.NEW.

2006

15

419.46

9.990

4.41

RC2NGB005

RES.COOL.R2: .05.NGA.INS-REG.CENTRAL.NEW.

2006

15

419.46

9.990

4.41

RC3NGB005

RES.COOL.R3: .05.NGA.INS-REG.CENTRAL.NEW.

2006

15

419.46

9.990

4.41

RC4NGB005

RES.COOL.R4: .05.NGA.INS-REG.CENTRAL.NEW.

2006

15

419.46

9.990

4.41

RC1ELG005

RES.COOL.R1: .05.ELC.INS-REG.ROOM.NEW.

2006

15

110.61

2.236

3.52

RC2ELG005

RES.COOL.R2: .05.ELC.INS-REG.ROOM.NEW.

2006

15

110.61

2.236

3.52

RC3ELG005

RES.COOL.R3: .05.ELC.INS-REG.ROOM.NEW.

2006

15

110.61

2.236

3.52

RC4ELG005

RES.COOL.R4: .05.ELC.INS-REG.ROOM.NEW.

2006

15

110.61

2.236

3.52

2015

15

466.07

9.846

1.2

2015

15

466.07

9.846

1.2

2015

15

466.07

9.846

1.2

Space cooling

RC1NGC015
RC2NGC015
RC3NGC015

Project 603864

RES.COOL.R1: .15.NGA.INS-REG.HEAT
PUMP.AIR.HICOOL.NEW.
RES.COOL.R2: .15.NGA.INS-REG.HEAT
PUMP.AIR.HICOOL.NEW.
RES.COOL.R3: .15.NGA.INS-REG.HEAT
PUMP.AIR.HICOOL.NEW.

34

RC4NGC015

2015

15

466.07

9.846

1.2

RC1GEO005

RES.COOL.R4: .15.NGA.INS-REG.HEAT
PUMP.AIR.HICOOL.NEW.
RES.COOL.R1: .05.GEO.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.IMP.

2006

15

350

2.777

4.2

RC2GEO005

RES.COOL.R2: .05.GEO.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.IMP.

2006

15

350

2.777

4.2

RC3GEO005

RES.COOL.R3: .05.GEO.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.IMP.

2006

15

350

2.777

4.2

RC4GEO005

RES.COOL.R4: .05.GEO.INS-REG.HEAT PUMP.IMP.

2006

15

350

2.777

4.2

Project 603864
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